Group Nivelles (GNI) has been an established name in the sanitary market since 1994. Originally our main activity was importing and selling bathroom furniture.

GNI has in the meantime developed into a manufacturer and distributor of top quality bathroom furniture, stone and Solid Surface showers, basins and drain systems. At present, GNI has three different brands in its portfolio: Assenti, I-DRAIN® and Dzignstone.

I-DRAIN® is one of the leading brands in the area of flow technology. It brings onto the market smart and durable drainage solutions for the modern bathroom. We are therefore delighted to present to you our new I-DRAIN® products.

“As a leading manufacturer in the linear drain industry our greatest motivation is to continue creating innovative shower solutions. “

As of today, the I-DRAIN® will never be the same. Benefit from greater drainage capacity, reduced maintenance and even simpler installation.
I-DRAIN® offers you ingenious and innovative shower drains that take care of the water drainage of your shower area in a professional and elegant manner.

With an installation height from 54 mm upwards for its Linear Drains, I-DRAIN® is able to achieve the lowest possible installation height. This height is suitable for both renovations and new buildings.

The grating of the I-DRAIN® can be adjusted in a smart fashion to the tile height and is fitted with a tile frame that ensures a perfect and safe mounting of your tiles.

The I-DRAIN® products are suitable for tiles of all sizes and the slope only has to be installed in one direction. Thanks to the detachable siphon with stainer you can clean your drain in no time.

The I-DRAIN® is a high-tech and low maintenance shower product especially designed for professionals.

I-DRAIN® is the technical design element for the true walk-in shower.
WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE
WHERE TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN MEET

CARE-FREE USE OF YOUR BARRIER-FREE SHOWER THANKS TO DDS
If there is damage to the joints, water may be able to get onto the waterproofing membrane under the tiles through the joints. The ‘Double Drain System’ of I-DRAIN® is designed in such a way that this water also ends up in the drain and does not collect under the tiled floor.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION OF EACH TILE OR FINISHED FLOOR BY CHOICE
The installation advantage of I-DRAIN® is that the slope only has to be fitted in one direction. The tiles can be mounted simply and quickly. What's more, the adjustable grating can be adjusted according to the thickness of the tile. Using the elevation blocks you can adjust the height of the grating according to the thickness of the tile. This can vary between 3 mm and 30 mm. During the installation you do not need to know the thickness of your tile as the grating can be adjusted afterwards. The tile frame ensures an accurate, safe and aesthetically pleasing finish of the chosen tiles.

GUARANTEED WATERPROOF
I-DRAIN® uses durable materials of the very best quality. The I-DRAIN® is made of a single piece of thermoformed stainless steel 316. This results in a drain without weld joints, removing the risk of splitting and corrosion. Due to the curved corners the entire element is simple to clean.

NO LENGTH LIMITATIONS DUE TO ENDLESS COMBINABLE CHANNELS
I-DRAIN® can be ordered in 7 standard sizes that can be connected to one another with a connection piece available in 2 different forms. The 90° connection allows you to work with corners. The straight connection piece allows you to work with endless lengths.
SMART QUICK-CLEAN FUNCTION

Our new I-DRAIN® PRO siphon is made from PP (polypropylene). This material is dirt resistant and antibacterial. The siphon is directly accessible under the decorative grating and can be opened easily. Hair and dirt come off with the lid when it is lifted. You can easily clean the inside of the siphon and retain access to your plumbing.
Start your day with a feeling of freedom and ease. This is possible with a refreshing shower in a barrier-free space, at one with your surroundings, in harmony with the water and the floor on which you stand. The most innovative drain solution is now located under the tiled surface.

With the I-DRAIN® drain channels you can create a barrier-free shower as an extension to your bathroom floor. A design solution, highly suitable for renovations and new buildings, simple to install, guaranteed waterproof and easy to maintain.

All you’re left with is a feeling of relaxation.
The I-DRAIN® PRO is an upgraded version of our I-DRAIN® ONE, with a number of crucial improvements:

- Improved ease of installation
- Streamlined shape of siphon > greater drainage capacity* + dirt deposit kept to a minimum
- Despite the increased capacity, still the lowest installation height
- Direct access to the drainage pipe > simplified maintenance
- Improved silicon sealings > much less subject to friction
- Stainer directly accessible through lifting the siphon lid

* 27.5 l/min. instead of 26.4 l/min. (54 mm siphon) and 33.5 l/min. instead of 31.8 l/min. (72 mm siphon)
The preglued flange on stainless steel of 50 mm has been designed in order to apply a sheet-on-sheet glueing technique. Optional extra waterproofing membrane can be ordered and used.

Our showpiece; the linear drain with improved PRO siphon and preglued waterproofing membrane of 330 mm. The big brother of our classic, the I-DRAIN® ONE LINEAR.

The preglued flange on stainless steel of 50 mm has been designed in order to apply a sheet-on-sheet glueing technique. Optional extra waterproofing membrane can be ordered and used.

Epoxy, PU, Mortex, Tadelakt ... I-DRAIN® now has the solution for a faultless, quick and durable installation of the walk-in shower in combination with liquid floor finish.

We made it better. Again.
In recent years everyone has been passionate about our classic, the I-DRAIN® ONE. It was the most sophisticated siphon in the world. Until now.

We are now introducing the I-DRAIN® PRO, specially designed for professional fitters. It is a total solution for every shower. Not only the siphon but also the total package received an upgrade.

I-DRAIN® PRO consists of 2 versions: the PRO LINEAR (with preglued waterproofing membrane of 330 mm), and the PRO SMART (with smart board of 50 mm onto which an extra waterproofing membrane can be attached during the installation). Both are made from stainless steel. The PRO LINEAR (heights 54 and 72 mm) come in 7 lengths (60 to 120 cm) and the PRO SMART (height 54 mm) in 3 lengths (70, 80 or 90 cm). This means there is always an I-DRAIN® PRO that perfectly fits your project.

The new I-DRAIN® PRO is the design element in your bathroom, with optimum ease of maintenance. It also complies with the strictest standards, EN 1253.
I-DRAIN® ONE LINEAR®
TILE BASE GRATING
Our classic, I-DRAIN® ONE offers you ingenious and innovative shower drains that take care of the water drainage of your shower area in a professional and elegant manner.

Due to their small installation height, I-DRAIN® ONE shower drains are suitable for both new buildings and renovations. Our basic model is made of stainless steel, and is available in 3 versions: the ONE LINEAR and ONE LINEAR+ have a preglued waterproofing membrane of 330 mm and 2 metres respectively. Both are available in two heights, namely 54 and 72 mm. The ONE CHAPE in contrast has a sanded surface, for an ideal adhesion in the screed. Choose either 1 or 2 siphons, depending on the desired amount of water that you wish to drain away.

In addition to the basic model in stainless steel, we also have a budget ABS LINEAR model, only available with 1 siphon and preglued waterproofing membrane of 330 mm, with a height of 54 mm.

Whichever model you choose, with the I-DRAIN® ONE you are always guaranteed 100% waterproofing. All siphons are detachable and dismountable, which makes them extremely maintenance friendly. Furthermore, you have the choice of 7 grating designs, so your walk-in shower always fits in perfectly with your bathroom.
Epoxy, PU, Mortex, Tadelakt, ... I-DRAIN® LIQUID offers you the solution for a faultless, quick and durable installation of the walk-in shower in combination with a liquid floor finish. Available in 3 sizes: 70, 80 and 90 cm. Installation height is 72 mm.

This drain is moulded from a strong and durable Solid Surface. Liquid floors adhere perfectly waterproofed to this unique material. The grooves and flanges of 50 mm ensure extra strong adhesion. The rim is easy to sand and the gutter can be finished off with the same material as the rest of your floor, which guarantees you a perfect transition from screed to gutter.
The I-DRAIN® SQUARE is a 15x15 cm - or smaller - floor drain that is ideal for draining away water from your barrier-free walk-in shower and other domestic or professional applications (kitchen, storeroom, garage ...).

In contrast to a traditional floor drain, the I-DRAIN® SQUARE is made completely of thermoformed stainless steel, so it has no welding joints and therefore cannot leak. gratings come in a stainless steel and tileable versions.

You have the choice of 3 versions: the SQUARE BASIC (unsanded), the SQUARE CHAPE (sanded for an optimal adhesion to the screed), and the SQUARE LINEAR (with preglued waterproofing membrane and I-Buddy for extra simple installation).
Things that you see every day should look good! That is why we have gratings that fit in with every taste and surroundings - all of course in our I-DRAIN® top quality.

The PLANO MATT and PLANO POLISHED gratings can be connected with one another. The 90° connection piece allows you to work with corners, and with the straight connection piece you can expand lengthwise endlessly.

Personalised gratings are available for hotel projects (upon request).

* only in combination with I-DRAIN® ONE
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